Radford College Remote Learning
Guidelines for Pre K-Year 3 Parents

Wellbeing & Routine

Connection & Learning

Get up at a regular time

Just before 9am, check internet connection ready to
Get dressed, eat a healthy breakfast, clean teeth & brush hair

access the year level Sway
Some children may wish to wear uniform to maintain a routine

Support children in accessing Sway & where possible,
Do some exercise & avoid screen time before the learning

watch the video introduction(s) with your child/children
day

Children will then be able to explore the learning
Be ready for learning by 9am

engagements teachers are carefully planning.
Be offline as much as possible - play, exercise & get some

Activities will be a continuation of the current program
fresh air

Learning experiences will promote inquiry & thinking,
Structure regular times for meals

providing opportunities for skill development and practice
Perhaps set up a learning space at home
You could have a ‘pack up time’ to mark the end of the day
Maintain a regular bedtime and healthy sleep patterns

Optimise Learning

✓

Troubleshooting

Please check that you are able to access your class
Photos of learning activities will help to make the

Sway with your parent account.

experience more memorable for children and

If you have problems with login, please check your

consolidate learning
Teachers will also love to see the odd photo of

account details
Check that pop-up blockers do not prevent you from

children. We will miss them so much through this time

accessing the teacher’s videos that will be linked on
Although we hope to limit screen time, children could
make a short daily video on a parent device as a
reflection of their learning for the day

Sway
Checking access in a different browser (Chrome,
FireFox, Safari etc) can also be a good workaround.
If problems are not resolved with these steps,
contact your classroom teacher for advice.
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